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Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this
product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a
question. Stress is the last thing you should feel when towing a trailer -- whether you're hauling
your RV to that favorite camping destination, your ATVs up to the hunting grounds or your
fishing boat to the new hidden hotspot. At CURT, we think your towing equipment should add to
the enjoyment of your experience, not detract from it. They are built with some of the most
advanced technology in the industry, and each one is custom-fitted to work with a specific
make and model. Some automotive manufacturers install a special socket on the vehicle to be
used for vehicle-to-trailer wiring. Though this special socket is not equipped on every vehicle, a
CURT custom wiring connector also called a T-connector utilizes the socket for simple,
stress-free installation. Rather than requiring you to cut, splice and solder into your vehicle's
wiring system, the custom wiring connector uses a single OEM-compatible plug and instantly
provides a standard vehicle-to-trailer wiring connection, typically in the form a 4-way flat. All
CURT custom wiring connectors are made vehicle-specific for the easiest possible installation
and the best fit. This particular connector provides a 4-way flat socket while retaining use of the
existing OEM socket. It is designed to be a custom wiring option for a variety of vehicles see
application info to verify fitment with your vehicle. It comes with a dust cover to keep the
connector socket clean when not in use. CURT offers custom trailer hitches, electrical products
and a complete line of towing accessories to get you there with confidence and enjoy every mile
of the journey. A CURT custom trailer wiring harness is the easiest way to equip your vehicle
with the proper electrical connection for towing a trailer. Our custom wiring offers simple,
plug-and-play convenience with no cutting or splicing required, and provides a reliable
connection for powering your trailer lights. Best of all, each CURT custom trailer wiring harness
is made vehicle-specific for a unique make and model. This makes installation hassle-free and
ensures optimal performance with your vehicle. CURT offers two types of custom trailer wiring:
custom wiring harnesses and custom wiring connectors. Both are made for specific vehicles,
and both require zero cutting or splicing. This simply requires access to the taillight wiring. A
custom wiring connector uses a single plug to plug into a designated OEM socket on the
vehicle. Not all vehicles are equipped with this socket, but it does make installing very easy.
Each custom trailer wiring harness and connector is made for a specific make and model,
featuring the necessary components to provide a standard trailer wiring output. Whatever your
lifestyle, choosing the right CURT custom trailer wiring harness for your vehicle is easy. Simply
use your vehicle's year, make, model and style. The high-quality components used in our
custom trailer wiring create very little resistance to reduce heat, limit voltage drop and extend
the life of the circuits. SMT is manufactured with automated processes for maximum
consistency and the highly efficient circuitry promotes optimum intensity and life for the trailer
light. Surface mount technology is able to better withstand shaking and vibrations, conditions
that are common while towing, compared to traditional through-hole-mount tech. Skip to main
content. You can return the item for any reason in new and unused condition: no shipping
charges Learn more about free returns. How to return the item? Go to your orders and start the
return Select the return method Ship it! FREE delivery: Get free shipping. Free day shipping
within the U. Prices may vary for AK and HI. Fastest delivery: Thursday, Feb 25 Order within 13
hrs and 8 mins Details. In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We
work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your
information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from Amazon. Ships from. Sold by.
Amazon's Choice recommends highly rated and well-priced products. This fits your. Frequently
bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to List. These items are shipped from and
sold by different sellers. Show details. Ships from and sold by Amazon. FREE Shipping.
Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page.
Next page. More items to explore. Putco - Blade Connect Harness. Compare with similar items.
Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your
request. Please try your search again later. Product information Technical Details. Click here to
make a request to customer service. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? User Manual
[PDF ]. Important information Legal Disclaimer Is new but no package. From the manufacturer.
Wherever your work or play takes you CURT offers custom trailer hitches, electrical products
and a complete line of towing accessories to get you there with confidence and enjoy every mile
of the journey. Reliable power. Key features of CURT trailer wiring Simple, plug-and-play
installation Constructed with SMT circuitry Provides a standard trailer wiring output, usually
4-way or 5-way flat Dust cover included to keep connector clean when not in use. Installation of
CURT custom vehicle trailer wiring. Two types of trailer wiring CURT offers two types of custom
trailer wiring: custom wiring harnesses and custom wiring connectors. Custom trailer wiring
connectors A custom wiring connector uses a single plug to plug into a designated OEM socket

on the vehicle. Both vehicle-specific Each custom trailer wiring harness and connector is made
for a specific make and model, featuring the necessary components to provide a standard trailer
wiring output. Selecting custom wiring Whatever your lifestyle, choosing the right CURT custom
trailer wiring harness for your vehicle is easy. Minimum heat generation The high-quality
components used in our custom trailer wiring create very little resistance to reduce heat, limit
voltage drop and extend the life of the circuits. Optimum light intensity SMT is manufactured
with automated processes for maximum consistency and the highly efficient circuitry promotes
optimum intensity and life for the trailer light. Durable performance Surface mount technology
is able to better withstand shaking and vibrations, conditions that are common while towing,
compared to traditional through-hole-mount tech. What other items do customers buy after
viewing this item? See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated?
Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the
item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all
customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States.
There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. Just
unplug the factory 7 pin connector from the factory holder, place the female Curt 7 pin
connector into the factory holder. Plug the factory 7 pin connector into the Curt male 7 pin
connector. Then the flat 4 pin connector is used on Opt 7 and works as it should. I used this on
my Silverado. Great for installing light bar. Exactly what I needed to install my brake light bar on
my GMC Sierra while keeping access to my trailer plug. Plug and play, plenty of slack, quality
wiring and plastics. Todd on January 15, Images in this review. This was an awesome product.
Tapped into the reverse wire on this, hooked it up to the truck and everything runs great. I
highly suggest this walk around if you want to avoid voiding the manufacturers warranty on the
wiring harness on your new truck. Nice harness, and has good protection. Pennington on July
26, Checked and double checked that this would work on my Ford F Raptor, and was assured
that it would. I got it because i was assured that it would work with my new LED light bar to
negate the need for wire splicing. While all the pieces do fit, the operation is disappointing as
the truck always things a trailer is connected. My Advice? Go ahead and splice the wires, it
wasn't all that difficult and looks cleaner. Annoying as hell. So this will go back and will tap into
the taillights instead to avoid all this nonsense. Worked well on my Chevy Colorado. I had my
tailgate light bar 4 pin plug plugged into the 4 on connector on my bumper, but I looked terrible,
was in the way, and had to be disconnected if I wanted to hook up a Trailer. Now this inline plug
sits hidden behind the bumper and I should be able to hook up a trailer without disconnecting
anything, and bonus have the bar continue to function. The lead for the 4 on connector is super
long, I ended up coiling it and zip tieing it out of the way, but since it seems a lot of people are
buying this for their light bars have similar thoughts, it would be nice if the lead was only maybe
12 inches long. Deducting one star for that reason. Even if it was used for other purposes I Cant
imagine why you would need so much extra length of 4 pin connector from the round 7 way
connector. Amazon said this would not fit my truck Ram, but it does. Verified on several other
sites, and then bought this one from the warehouse deals. Took a chance, and it worked.
Bought this so I didn't have to splice my rams wiring harness to add an extra 4 pin flat plugin. I
have the factory wired 7blade and 4 flat mount on my truck, but I didn't want to plugin my
accessories Rear light bar, step hitch with running light, and whatever else into the plugin and
have it sticking out all of the time. I wanted these plugged in under the bed, and tucked out of
the way. I also wanted to tap into middle reverse light on the 7 blade, to run a back up light wire
to my light bar. Added a little di-electric grease to help keep the elements at bay, and taped it all
up. They are all white, and you figure out where they plugin to match up which function they
are. Other than that, it works. See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries. Translate all
reviews to English. Product arrived next day after order. Very easy and fast to install. Perfect
product for someone looking to install any kind of light bar, camera or truck accessory. The
only improvement I would like to see is for the reverse light wire of this harness to be lengthens
by a few inches because this is the only wire you need to splice in order to connect the reverse
light wiring for a light bar or backup camera. Still fairly easy to do but a long reserve light wire
would make this product perfect! Report abuse. Installed a tailgate light bar on the rear of my
chev silverado , its plug and play , no need to cut wires , perfect fit. And if have to remove
tailgate light bar remove It and plug the original 2 back together Report abuse Translate review
to English. I bought this harness to hook up a rear light bar. This was really plug and play;
exactly what you would expect from Curt. I rated the "sheerness" as a one star because the
wires and all other pieces are completely opaque. I'm not sure why Amazon included this rating
point but it struck me funny. Expired date when I need return. I very confuse system show me
was fit my car. One person found this helpful. Pages with related products. See and discover
other items: 4 wire trailer wiring , ford transit , ford explorer , gmc sierra oem parts , jeep turn

signal wiring , grand cherokee brake light. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn
more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us.
Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Nado Stuff Authorized
Dealer. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage
customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web.
Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon
Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview
Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands.
Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified.
Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it
in, give it a second life. Sorry, something went wrong. Please refresh this page and try again.
Installation doesn't have to be a process you shudder at the thought of. With the Curt
t-connector wiring kits you are provided a step by step, easy installation for your car, truck, or
SUV. You can rest assured that once you purchase a Curt wiring kit you will have it on your
vehicle in 30 minutes or less! Simply plug into your vehicle's factory wiring and the t-connector
will give you instant lighting to your trailer, boat, or camper. They offer plug and play
installation using factory connectors and require no cutting or splicing on most applications.
Installation is so easy anyone can do it! No need to bring it to a shop to get it on your vehicle,
easily install it in your driveway all by yourself. Being manufactured by Curt to be vehicle
specific, you know that you will get a product that is just right! Curt sets high standards when
they make their products. Use a kit with any class of hitch and all hardware is included. Curt is
offering a 1 year warranty on their t-Connector trailer wiring kits. If you have any questions
please give us a call. Follow the easy to read supplied installation instructions! If you have
additional question please give us a call. Connection: Offline. Curt T-Connector Wiring Harness.
Free Shipping. Best Price Guaranteed Part :. Add to Cart. Our Guarantee. Best Price
Guaranteed. Truck Experts a Call Away. Fastest Shipping. Lifetime Install Support. Stress is the
last thing you should feel when towing a trailer -- whether youre hauling your RV to that favorite
camping destination, your ATVs up to the hunting grounds or your fishing boat to the new
hidden hotspot. At CURT, we think your towing equipment should add to the enjoyment of your
experience, not detract from it. They are built with some of the most advanced technology in the
industry, and each one is custom-fitted to work with a specific make and model. Some
automotive manufacturers install a special socket on the vehicle to be used for vehicle-to-trailer
wiring. Though this special socket is not equipped on every vehicle, a CURT custom wiring
connector also called a T-connector utilizes the socket for simple, stress-free installation.
Rather than requiring you to cut, splice and solder into your vehicles wiring system, the custom
wiring connector uses a single OEM-compatible plug and instantly provides a standard
vehicle-to-trailer wiring connection, typically in the form a 4-way flat. All CURT custom wiring
connectors are made vehicle-specific for the easiest possible installation and the best fit. This
particular connector provides a 4-way flat socket while retaining use of the existing OEM 7-way.
It is designed to be a custom wiring option for a variety of vehicles see application info to verify
fitment with your vehicle. It comes with a dust cover to keep the connector socket clean when
not in use. CMI aspires to be the industry leader by recognizing that the customer is King and
that our people are our greatest asset. Our items ship from various warehouses around the
United States. We will ship from the warehouse closest to your location to speed up transit
times. Our items typically ship within 1 business day, most often within a few hours of ordering.
For this reason, we usually cannot cancel an order once it's placed. Please check with the
manufacturer to verify fitment of all parts based on part number. At the moment, we only ship to
select countries using this program. All associated fees will be paid upon receipt by the buyer
and are not included in the auction price. Compatibility chart and application-specific wording
in this listing are based specifically for USA market vehicles. Fitment is not guaranteed on
international vehicles, as many manufacturers use region-specific options. Please do not add
notes to your order. Our systems are automated, and the notes are not read. If you have any
questions about your order, please contact us prior to ordering. Customers are responsible for
verifying the legality of shipping products into their states. Orders placed for items that are
restricted in the delivery state will be cancelled. We accept payment via PayPal for eBay orders.
For shipments to Massachusetts addresses, we are required to collect 6. We accept returns on
all new items for an eBay best period of 60 days. New items must be in original packaging
including plastic wrapped items , uninstalled, and in factory new condition. Please contact us
for a return authorization and shipping address. Return shipping is paid by the buyer on items
that are not defective or damaged. We only sell factory new parts, no exceptions. Occasionally,
an item is defective from the manufacturer, or damaged in transit. Stuff happens, but when it
does, we'll take care of you. Contact us right away and we'll get you a prepaid label, schedule a

pickup, and get a replacement sent right out. Returns are not accepted on international orders
and the seller does not accept responsibility for damage in shipping. Verified purchase: Yes
Condition: new Sold by: treyvin. Verified purchase: Yes Condition: new Sold by: autotrucktoys.
Required equipment to avoid splicing into wiring, provides an additional 4 pin. Verified
purchase: Yes Condition: new Sold by: curtgroup. For more information go to Your browser
does not support the video tag. Includes Free Shipping and Returns!!! Ask a question Similar
items Follow us. All pictures are representative only, please read full description and verify
fitment with manufacturer. Returns are not accepted on international orders. Seller assumes all
responsibility for this listing. Shipping and handling. This item will ship to Ukraine , but the
seller has not specified shipping options. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and
request a shipping method to your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a
valid ZIP Code. No additional import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped through the
Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new
window or tab. There are 10 items available. Please enter a number less than or equal to Select
a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. Estimated between Tue. Delivery
times may vary, especially during peak periods. Domestic handling time. Taxes may be
applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy. Payment details. Payment methods. Ratings
and Reviews Write a review. Most relevant reviews. X Previous image. Much have. Why is this
review inappropriate? International Priority Shipping. Customer reviews. Write a review. How
are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if
the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. See
All Buying Options. Add to Wish List. This page works best with JavaScript. Disabling it will
result in some disabled or missing features. You can still see all customer reviews for the
product. Top positive review. Reviewed in the United States on December 27, Just unplug the
factory 7 pin connector from the factory holder, place the female Curt 7 pin connector into the
factory holder. Plug the factory 7 pin connector into the Curt male 7 pin connector. Then the flat
4 pin connector is used on Opt 7 and works as it should. I used this on my Silverado. Top
critical review. Reviewed in the United States on June 8, Checked and double checked that this
would work on my Ford F Raptor, and was assured that it would. I got it because i was assured
that it would work with my new LED light bar to negate the need for wire splicing. While all the
pieces do fit, the operation is disappointing as the truck always things a trailer is connected. My
Advice? Go ahead and splice the wires, it wasn't all that difficult and looks cleaner. Sort by. Top
reviews Most recent Top reviews. Filter by. All reviewers Verified purchase only All reviewers.
All stars 5 star only 4 star only 3 star only 2 star only 1 star only All positive All critical All stars.
Text, image, video Image and video reviews only Text, image, video. There was a problem
filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. From the United States. Verified Purchase.
Showing 0 comments. There was a problem loading comments right now. Great for installing
light bar. Exactly what I needed to install my brake light bar on my GMC Sierra while keeping
access to my trailer plug. Plug and play, plenty of slack, quality wiring and plastics. Todd on
January 15, Images in this review. This was an awesome product. Tapped into the reverse wire
on this, hooked it up to the truck and everything runs great. I highly suggest this walk around if
you want to avoid voiding the manufacturers warranty on the wiring harness on your new truck.
Nice harness, and has good protection. Pennington on July 26, Annoying as hell. So this will go
back and will tap into the taillights instead to avoid all this nonsense. Worked well on my Chevy
Colorado. I had my tailgate light bar 4 pin plug plugged into the 4 on connector on my bumper,
but I looked terrible, was in the way, and had to be disconnected if I wanted to hook up a Trailer.
Now this inline plug sits hidden behind the bumper and I should be able to hook up a trailer
without disconnecting anything, and bonus have the bar continue to function. The lead for the 4
on connector is super long, I ended up coiling it and zip tieing it out of the way, but since it
seems a lot of people are buying this for their light bars have similar thoughts, it would be nice
if the lead was only maybe 12 inches long. Deducting one star for that reason. Even if it was
used for other purposes I Cant imagine why you would need so much extra length of 4 pin
connector from the round 7 way connector. Amazon said this would not fit my truck Ram, but it
does. Verified on several other sites, and then bought this one from the warehouse deals. Took
a chance, and it worked. Bought this so I didn't have to splice my rams wiring harness to add an
extra 4 pin flat plugin. I have the factory wired 7blade and 4 flat mount on my truck, but I didn't
want to plugin my accessories Rear light bar, step hitch with running light, and whatever else
into the plugin and have it sticking out all of the time. I wanted these plugged in under the bed,
and tucked out of the way. I also wanted to tap into middle reverse light on the 7 blade, to run a
back up light wire to my light bar. Added a little di-electric grease to help keep the elements at
bay, and taped it all up. They are all white, and you figure out where they plugin to match up
which function they are. Other than that, it works. Was a great choice so I did not have to hard

wire my Tailgate lightbar. Allowed me to Keep both factory 7 pin, and Factory 4 Pin trailer
harness open for normal use, while still hooking up my Tailgate light bar. Fit on my Ram Easy
install and hides the connections under the bumper keeping everything looking neat and
professional as well as not using up my 7 pin adaptor needed for my RV. Highly recommend
this adaptor. Get fast answers from reviewers. Please make sure that you are posting in the
form of a question. Please enter a question. Need customer service? Click here. There's a
problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with
Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a
language for shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find,
attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable
Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders
Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital
Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer
Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon
Subscription Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy
Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it
on, trade it in, give it a second life. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers,
or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you've entered a valid question.
You can edit your question or post anyway. Please enter a question. T-Connectors are vehicle
specific so be sure to match up your vehicle to determine product needs. CURT offers custom
trailer hitches, electrical products and a complete line of towing accessories to get you there
with confidence and enjoy every mile of the journey. A CURT custom trailer wiring harness is
the easiest way to equip your vehicle with the proper electrical connection for towing a trailer.
Our custom wiring offers simple, plug-and-play convenience with no cutting or splicing
required, and provides a reliable connection for powering your trailer lights. Best of all, each
CURT custom trailer wiring harness is made vehicle-specific for a unique make and model. This
makes installation hassle-free and ensures optimal performance with your vehicle. CURT offers
two types of custom trailer wiring: custom wiring harnesses and custom wiring connectors.
Both are made for specific vehicles, and both require zero cutting or splicing. This simply
requires access to the taillight wiring. A custom wiring connector uses a single plug to plug into
a designated OEM socket on the vehicle. Not all vehicles are equipped with this socket, but it
does make installing very easy. Each custom trailer wiring harness and connector is made for a
specific make and model, featuring the necessary components to provide a standard trailer
wiring output. Whatever your lifestyle, choosing the right CURT custom trailer wiring harness
for your vehicle is easy. Simply use your vehicle's year, make, model and style. The high-quality
components used in our custom trailer wiring create very little resistance to reduce heat, limit
voltage drop and extend the life of the circuits. SMT is manufactured with automated processes
for maximum consistency and the highly efficient circuitry promotes optimum intensity and life
for the trailer light. Surface mount technology is able to better withstand shaking and vibrations,
conditions that are common while towing, compared to traditional through-hole-mount tech.
Skip to main content. Loading recommendations for you. Adding to Cart Added to Cart. Not
Added. Item is in your Cart. View Cart Proceed to checkout. We do not have any
recommendations at this time. Fastest delivery: Today Order within 46 mins. In Stock. Add to
Cart. Ships from and sold by Amazon. CURT Manufacturing Brand: Curt Manufacturing. Secure
transaction. Returns Policy. Amazon Delivered. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to
protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information
during transmission. Frequently bought together. Add both to Cart. One of these items ships
sooner than the other. Show details. FREE Shipping. More items to explore. Page 1 of 1 Start
over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. Customers who viewed this item also viewed.
Register a free business account. Exclusive access to cleaning, safety, and health supplies.
Create a free business account to purchase. Have a question? There was a problem completing
your request. Please try your search again later. Product information Technical Details. Would
you like to tell us about a lower price? From the manufacturer. Wherever your work or play
takes you CURT offers custom trailer hitches, electrical products and a complete line of towing
accessories to get you there with confidence and enjoy every mile of the journey. Reliable
power. Key features of CURT trailer wiring Simple, plug-and-play installation Constructed with
SMT circuitry Provides a standard trailer wiring output, usually 4-way or 5-way flat Dust cover
included to keep connector clean when not in use. Installation of CURT custom vehicle trailer
wiring. Two types of trailer wiring CURT offers two types of custom trailer wiring: custom wiring
harnesses and custom wiring connectors. Custom trailer wiring connectors A custom wiring
connector uses a single plug to plug into a designated OEM socket on the vehicle. Both
vehicle-specific Each custom trailer wiring harness and connector is made for a specific make

and model, featuring the necessary components to provide a standard trailer wiring output.
Selecting custom wiring Whatever your lifestyle, choosing the right CURT custom trailer wiring
harness for your vehicle is easy. Minimum heat generation The high-quality components used
in our custom trailer wiring create very little resistance to reduce heat, limit voltage drop and
extend the life of the circuits. Optimum light intensity SMT is manufactured with automated
processes for maximum consistency and the highly efficient circuitry promotes optimum
intensity and life for the trailer light. Durable performance Surface mount technology is able to
better withstand shaking and vibrations, conditions that are common while towing, compared to
traditional through-hole-mount tech. Featured items you may like. See questions and answers.
Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how
recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to
verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent
Top reviews. Top reviews from Canada. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please
try again later. Verified Purchase. Product arrived next day after order. Very easy and fast to
install. Perfect product for someone looking to install any kind of light bar, camera or truck
accessory. The only improvement I would like to see is for the reverse light wire of this harness
to be lengthens by a few inches because this is the only wire you need to splice in order to
connect the reverse light wiring for a light bar or backup camera. Still fairly easy to do but a
long reserve light wire would make this product perfect! Installed a tailgate light bar on the rear
of my chev silverado , its plug and play , no need to cut wires , perfect fit. And if have to remove
tailgate light bar remove It and plug the original 2 back together I bought this harness to hook
up a rear light bar. This was really plug and play; exactly what you would expect from Curt. I
rated the "sheerness" as a one star because the wires and all other pieces are completely
opaque. I'm not sure why Amazon included this rating point but it struck me funny. Expired date
when I need return. I very confuse system show me was fit my car. One person found this
helpful. So glad I found this, makes tapping in for hitch lights or light bar so much easier with a
good sealed connection. No more tapping into individual wires or guess work!! See all reviews.
Top reviews from other countries. Just unplug the factory 7 pin connector from the factory
holder, place the female Curt 7 pin connector into the factory holder. Plug the factory 7 pin
connector into the Curt male 7 pin connector. Then the flat 4 pin connector is used on Opt 7 and
works as it should. I used this on my Silverado. Great for installing light bar. Exactly what I
needed to install my brake light bar on my GMC Sierra while keeping access to my trailer plug.
Plug and play, plenty of slack, quality wiring and plastics. Reviewed in the United States on
January 15, Images in this review. This was an awesome product. Tapped into the reverse wire
on this, hooked it up to the truck and everything runs great. I highly suggest this walk around if
you want to avoid voiding the manufacturers warranty on the wiring harness on your new truck.
Nice harness, and has good protection. Checked and double checked that this would work on
my Ford F Raptor, and was assured that it would. I got it because i was assured that it would
work with my new LED light bar to negate the need for wire splicing. While all the pieces do fit,
the operation is disappointing as the truck always things a trailer is connected. My Advice? Go
ahead and splice the wires, it wasn't all that difficult and looks cleaner. Pages with related
products. See and discover other items: dodge ram , electric lawn mowers , trailer wiring
harness , trailer wiring , wiring harness , ram Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment
Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs.
Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from
Amazon. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Warehouse Deals Open-Box Discounts. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life. For more information go to T-connectors by Curt are the fastest and safest way to
get your rig on the road with true plug-and-play electrical wiring. CURT Manufacturing, a leading
aftermarket manufacturer of top-notch towing and trailer systems, is unsurpassed in price,
quality and style. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track
order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your
vehicle. Manufacturer Questions, Answers. T Connector. Connector Type:. Anticipated Ship Out
Time:. Quantity Sold:. Sold individually. Prop 65 Warning:. Vehicle Fitment
87 ford f350
free downloadable repair manuals
subaru boxer engine animation
Information. Vehicle Name. Fitment Information. All Engines. Page 1 of Showing 1 - 5 of
results. Product Information. Made in America Plug-n-play electrical wiring without soldering,
splicing or expensive specialty tools Kits contain all plugs, wires and converters depending on
application Patented surface-mount technology and safe circuit protection Fits vehicle by year,

make and model Premium-grade, durable components for professional-level towability.
Warranty Policy. Right parts, guaranteed. Check out our Warranty Policy for more details.
Shipping Policy. We ship fast so you can get on the road that much faster. Check out our
Shipping Policy for more details. Easy Return Policy. Check out our Return Policy for more
details. Question and Answer. Brad F. Yes, it would. Doesn't fit square type plug? Dec 11, Best
Answer: Hi, No. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms
of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

